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Welcome! The webinar will begin shortly! To hear audio for this
event, please turn up your computer speakers. Please note this
event will be recorded.
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Lessons from the Field
Mental Health Among Aboriginal Peoples in Ontario
March 1, 2016
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Objectives
At the end of this session participants will be able to:

• Appreciate the impact of culture when assessing,
engaging and providing care to First Nations, Inuit
and Metis populations
• Reflect upon their own cultural biases when
providing care to First nations, Inuit and Metis
Individuals
• Provide culturally safe and relevant care to First
Nations, Inuit and Metis populations
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Case Study 1:
Margaret
✤ 24-year-old,

Mi’kmaq Nation

✤ Taken

from family age 9, raised
in foster care

✤ Hospitalized

at London
Psychiatric Hospital for >2 years,
transferred to ACT on a
Community Treatment Order

✤ Diagnosis:

Schizophrenia,
Borderline Intellectual
Functioning

✤ Multiple

Elopements

✤ Difficult

to engage
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Margaret, Cont’d
✤ Vulnerable,

risky behavior

✤ Perceived

negative influence
from mother (significant criminal
record)

✤ Substance

use refractory to
intervention

✤ Frequently

unavailable for
appointments

✤ Ultimately

diagnosed with PTSD

✤ ACT

team made clinical decision
to engage with mother with good
outcome
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Learning
Real World

Mental
Representation

We see the world as we are, not as it is.
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Culture and Mental Health

• Culture is a lens through which the external world is
interpreted

• In any therapeutic alliance the are cultural biases on both
sides, it is the care provider’s responsibility to be aware of
their own biases
• Psychiatric diagnoses are “constructs” created by the western
“biomedical” culture
• Psychiatric diagnosis and symptoms cannot be assumed to
be identical across cultures
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Biomedical Model

✤

Objectivistic

✤

Disease-centred

✤

Hierarchical - can devalue or ignore the service user’s
experience
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Values Found Commonly Among
First Nations, Inuit and Metis
1.Meaning of family
2.Present-time orientation
3.Harmony with nature
4.Ethic of non-interference
5.Deep respect for elders
6.Cooperative relationships with others
7.Modesty
8.Holism
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Case Study 2:
Betty
✤ 39

years old, Ojibwa

✤ Diagnosed

with treatment resistant
Schizophrenia: believed that a
warlock was stalking her, and that
Ted Bundy had raped her

✤ Massive

doses of antipsychotics
and multiple frequent readmissions

✤ History

of assaultive behavior

✤ Once

diagnosis of Borderline
Personality Disorder and PTSD
made was able to be stabilized and
maintained community tenure.
Returned to work, began selling
crafts.
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Case Study 2:
Betty
✤

After 8 months of community tenure
was readmitted after mother died due
to increased symptoms of psychosis

✤

Once admitted, assaulted staff member

✤

As a result denied “privilege”of seeing
traditional healer in community

✤

Ultimately engaged in treatment at
Enaahtig Healing Lodge

✤

Within 1 year use of mainstream
services reduced dramatically

✤

Within 3 years was volunteering and
speaking at conferences
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Elements of Person-Centred Cross-cultural care

1.Cultural context – the history, worldview, values and
traditions of the person’s culture
2.Social context – the person’s experience in relationship to
others
3.Cultural identity – how the person defines themselves in
relation to their culture
4.Level of acculturation
5.Cultural explanations for presenting issue
6.Cultural elements of the therapeutic relationship (including
provider’s self-assessment)
7.Culturally safe care
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Respect
Care Provider

Client

Body

Thoughts, Values,
Feelings, Beliefs
Belongings, Time,
Interpersonal Space
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Five Levels of
Acculturation
1.Traditional – generally speaks and thinks in their native language;
practice only traditional customs and beliefs
2.Marginal – may speak both the native language and the
mainstream language; may not however, fully accept the cultural
heritage and practices of the tribal group or fully identify with
mainstream cultural values and behaviours
3.Bicultural – Generally accepted by dominant society;
simultaneously able to know, accept and practice both mainstream
values and the traditional values and beliefs of their cultural
heritage
4.Assimilated – Generally accepted by dominant society; embrace
only mainstream culture and values
5.“Pan-traditional” – may not have been raised with the traditions of
their nation, but return to traditional ways, or choose to participate
in pan-traditional activities of their, or closely related cultures.
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Case Study 3:
Peter
• 18 year old, from Wikwemikong
First Nation
• Arrested for B&E, declared
NCR, admitted to Oakridge
after being sentenced as young
offender
• History of Physical and Sexual
Abuse, father convicted of
sexual assault
• Past history of incarceration at a
youth facility, inappropriate
sexual behavior labelled as
“grooming”
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Case Study 3:
Peter
• Long term seclusion at
Oakridge (>9months), for
verbal aggression
• Diagnosis: Schizophrenia,
Antisocial Personality Disorder

• Questionable psychotic
symptoms
• At first Annual ORB hearing
sent to medium secure,
ultimately NCR finding
overturned
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Cultural Safety
Acknowledges the power differentials and
colonial attitudes inherent in the EuroAmerican medical model, which are
experienced as demeaning and devaluing by
indigenous peoples.
The “locus of evaluation” is external to the
provider where “the views, opinions and
judgments” of the service user are more valid
than the provider’s.
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Summary
Show respect. Refrain from
devaluing (or idealizing) the person’s
culture but hold it in esteem.
Acknowledge the difference in
cultures and be open to discussing
differences.
Meet the patient where they are:
 Allow time for trust to develop
rather than focusing on feelings or
presenting problems, discuss other
issues instead. It may take
several sessions before the
service user begins to discuss
what brought them there.
Allow them to tell their story,
without interruption, in their own
time.
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Summary,
cont’d
Be aware of non-verbal
communication patterns.
Respect the use of silence
without “waiting it out.”
Similarly, lack of eye
contact may be a sign of
respect. Do not read nonverbal communications as
a lack of appreciation or
lack of cooperation.
Be prepared for no-shows.
Respect your personal
limits.
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Summary,
cont’d
Be patient.
Meet with family and other
important supports. Be open to
allowing family to come into
sessions. Allow as much time for
this as necessary.
Integrate care with the person’s
culture. If possible, learn about
the service user’s culture first
hand from the service user,
family and community supports.
Attend non-medical events in the
community. Integrate your care
with supports within the cultural
community, including traditional
healers.
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Self-Reflection
• What is the service user’s subjective experience - they
won’t always tell you because often they won’t have
the words
• Be aware of your own culture and the role it plays in
the therapeutic relationship

• Explore the extent to which culture is or is not
important in the therapeutic relationship
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THE RECOVERY
MEDICINE WHEEL OF
THE WHITE BISON
PROPHECIES
Working within a FNIM framework

Facilitator: Brennan Ireland
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Introduction


Recovery Medicine Wheel is based on Indigenous
prophecies of which speak of a healing time. It is
believe that, that time has now come.



Recovering from the fear system-fear, anger, guilt
and shame (historical intergenerational trauma).



Indigenous teachings of principles laws and values
that lead to harmony and interconnectedness.



The cycle of life-teachings for a healthy
development.



To Know what you don’t know.
24
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MEDICINE WHEEL WELLNESS
CIRCLES ( MEN, WOMEN, COED)
• Implementation into communities
• Wellness Circles are introduced through 2 day
workshops
• The Wellness Circles are then offered weekly/biweekly based on community needs
• S.O.A.H.A.C. (London) provides two hour weekly
circle, for both men and women, offered on a
revolving 3 month cycle in which participants can
join the circle at any point in the cycle
• There is also the “Mending Broken Hearts
program”, which is a grief recovery program
which addresses loss and trauma. This program is
offered intermittently as per community needs
• Additionally, the “Understanding The Purpose of
Life” program which is designed to promote the
fact that culture is seen as a prevention for
addictions, suicide, and other Historical trauma
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Case Study:
An Indigenous man, mid thirties, who has stopped using
alcohol and drugs is presenting with anger issues.
The anger issues are contributing to family disruption and
a potential increase violent behaviour, both inside the
home as well as within the community.
The young man attends a Medicine Wheel workshop and
discovers that this program provides methods, tools, and
teachings to heal his inner wounds, above and beyond
what is generally offered through involvement in self
support groups.
This man through attending weekly circles and has regained respect from his family and friends, in addition to
his community and nation.
Through the process of resolving the inner feelings of fear,
anger, guilt and shame this man now knows integrity.
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OUTCOMES


Through the indigenous teachings of the Medicine
Wheel, individuals become informed to “Know what
they did not know.” As a result the principle of hope
is to move toward and become like that which you
think about, which is the vision of how your life looks
when it is run by a higher power.



Once this is achieved, the principle of courage is
utilized to address the individual’s blockages that are
hindering wellness such as resentment, fear, and
unhealthy relationships. Conflict proceeds clarity in
which one who initially embraces conflict which is
uncomfortable, will experience a sense of renewed
spirituality after the resolving his/her internal conflict
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“Field Notes: Suicide Hurts
Us All”
Dennis Franklin Cromarty High School Suboxone
Program
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Suboxone Program Site:
Dennis Franklin Cromarty
High School

Dennis Franklin
Cromarty (DFC) is a
private high school
located in Thunder
Bay, Ontario and has
been operating over
ten years under the
direction of the Chiefs
of Sioux Lookout
District, operated by
the Northern
Nishnawbe Education
Council (NNEC).
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Introduction
• In 2011 about 40% of the students at DFC high school
were addicted to opioids, primarily Oxycontin
• Home communities are remote communities where
addiction rates among those aged 15 or older were as
high as 80%
• DFCHS health staff designed and delivered the first
high-school based Suboxone treatment program in
Canada
• 23 First Nations in the north now deliver community
based Suboxone programs; in addition school still
provides treatment
• Lack of adequate funding (2015 only 40% of budgets
approved) which prevents a wholistic culture and land
based model of care
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Evaluation of the DFCHS
Suboxone Program
• In 2013 an Evaluation Team reviewed 30 of 50
student’s on Suboxone medical charts, detailing
history, Suboxone treatment, relapses and dose
ranges; ages 15 to 21 years
• Review of pharmacy data gave insights into
individualized treatment approaches
• Interviews with 12 students who had gone
through the Suboxone treatment program
• Interviews with 15 health professionals, school
administrators and staff
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Multidisciplinary Treatment
Team
• 1 Physician supports the on-site Team of NP, RN and
Addiction Counsellor
• Nurse Practitioner does induction to a 30-Day taper
protocol – top dose 16 mg (92% of opiate receptors
covered)
• Maintenance dose 6 mg to 10 mg
• School Nurse administers Suboxone DOT 5 days per
week
• Boarding Home parent administers on weekends
• Transferred to home community programs for DOT
for holidays
• All members of the team have received Suboxone
Education Certification
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Treatment Protocol
• Student requests treatment to begin process
• Suboxone script and NIHB form submitted by
Physician and Pharmacy
• Student completes Consent to Enter Treatment
and Opiate Assessment Form (DSM-IV criteria)
• Psychosocial history, physical exam and
laboratory tests by Team
• Policies and procedures, consent to treatment on
Day 1 Induction
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Induction and Taper
• Team follows Buprenorphine Clinical guidelines
from CPSO (initially used USA guidelines –
recommends Suboxone in adolescents)
• Clinical Opiate Withdrawal Scale (COWS) used
to assess symptoms and guide dosages 4+4 mg,
12 mg, 16 mg … taper to 10 mg maintenance
over 30 days
• Ancilliary medications given for school & home
use to help manage withdrawal symptoms
(Ibuprophen, Gravol, Clonidine and Trazadone)
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Challenges
• Minimal aftercare programs after “pilot” phase
as Health Canada does not fund “off-reserve”
(LHIN now funds partially)
• Severity of withdrawal symptoms during period
of induction to Suboxone
• Continued association with family and friends
who are still using (people they care about)
• The emotional burden of unresolved trauma in
their lives especially suicide of family, siblings,
friends
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Overcoming Challenges
• Negative attitudes and unsupportive
environments impede success (treated as
“junkies” and dealers active with new drugs)
• Students who think addiction is temporary
thing, who come from backgrounds where
opiate addiction is pervasive, have difficulty
with treatment
• They can succeed if psycho-educational and
cultural supports are in place
• Maturation over time – students with school for
4 years
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Outcomes
• 60 students successfully treated without
incident
• 11 students graduate with grade 12 diploma
• Regaining physical health, pursuing sports and
other interests; being hopeful; raising children
• Attending class, completing assignments,
getting higher grades
• Peer support from others currently or formerly
in program
• Persistence and commitment of staff; “respect”
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Foundations for Success
• The program recognizes students live in
environment of addiction – all have family
members and friends who are drug users many exposed to violence, suicides (over 500
youth suicides in area)
• More than 80% students in the program used
drugs intravenously, increasing risks of infection
and overdose
• Given past and present realities, the program
recognizes the complexities of treatment and
recovery with scarce resources
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Conclusion
• Controlled environment of school; committed,
flexible staff
• Structured activities (i.e. sports) provide diversions
at times when risk of relapse is high
• Counselling made a mandatory requirement
• Addition of one-on-one relapse prevention
counselling to program
• Initially, aftercare program with counselling,
cultural supports and recreation that gave students
opportunities to connect with staff and peers
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“My name is Kaiyah Duncan and I am
from Muskrat Dam, ON. The biggest
challenge for myself was to step up and
admit that I have an addiction problem.
The first time I had a line, I was 14
years old and I loved it. When I got high
I was so happy and joyful. I always told
myself that I could stop anytime I
wanted, but four years later I’m here at
my worst. I take at least 2 full
OxyContin pills (160 mg) per day. I
knew I needed help as I was going from
using OxyContin and cocaine. I have
been on Suboxone for 30 days and I
feel good. The only thing that I don’t
like about Suboxone is the taste. This
treatment program has given me a
second chance at life. I will continue to
stay clean and in the future I wish to
inspire and encourage other people to
live sober.”
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“My name is Marty Beardy and I am from a reserve up
north called Bearskin Lake, also called Michikan Lake. I
am 17 years old and I have been addicted to
OxyContin for almost two years. I am happy to be
getting the help I need to kick this addiction. This
program has helped me a lot and I am starting to feel
like myself again. When I am done the program I am
going to stay clean. I don’t want to go down that path
again.
I would do anything to get money for drugs. I would
sell things that are mine or not mine. One time I put
my dad in a $900 overdraft and my mom in a $700
overdraft. One of my reasons to quit is my parents,
because they came to me and told me to quit. It was
the hardest thing seeing them cry and be so
disappointed in me. Another reason for me to quit is
my beautiful baby girl (sister) who told me to stop.
My main reason for starting on Oxy’s was when I lost
my big brother, my brother was murdered. I did not
know how to deal with the grief so I turned to
OxyContin. It has been almost a month since I last
used and I am going to continue on this path.”
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“The good thing about the
program was meeting all of
the people who wanted to
help and support you. I never
got that kind of attention
before as I usually tried to
help other people. I would
always put others before me.
Also, meeting all of the other
students in the program who
wanted to quit was a great
support. These people are all
like my other family. We all
want the same things and
hopefully all of us will be
determined to stay off
drugs.”
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“Right now I'm finishing up
school and will be
graduating on May 31, on
my birthday. Also I'm the
School Secretary. I finished
the Suboxone program
when I turned 19 almost 3
years.”
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Questions and Answers

Questions?

Please type them into the chat
Please type pod!
in the chat pod!

Evaluation Link

https://myrnao.ca/evaluationmarch1
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